Cage Comforter Directions

Materials:
81 x 96 (full size) batting ($6/roll)
Cotton material*, prewashed (yard sales, donations)
Thread
Scissors or rotary cutter and board

Finished size 18" x 24"

Batting:
- Roll out batting and fold lengthwise four times.

- Cut batting lengthwise into five pieces each measuring approximately 16 ½".

- Tack down batting pieces in each corner and the middle so batting does not shift during laundering.

* Any material can be used but avoid looped material, such as terry cloth, which may become snagged in the animal’s claws.

Comforter directions
Cover:
- Cut out two pieces of material 19" x 25".
- With right sides together, stitch down three sides allowing for a ½" seam on all sides.
- Turn raw edge under 5/8" and press.
- Turn cover right side out and press flat.
- Place batting inside cover and trim any excess batting that may extend beyond cover length.
- Stitch twice across open edge.
- Tack down through all thicknesses in each corner and the middle.